Randomized trials in the treatment of Barrett's esophagus.
Treatment for Barrett's esophagus (BE) has consisted of medical treatment (acid suppression medications), surgery (fundoplication) and endoscopic ablative techniques (photodynamic therapy, argon plasma coagulation and multipolar electrocoagulation). Despite the large number of clinical trials of the efficacy of different therapeutic modalities, there is a paucity of published randomized controlled trials. The aim of this review is to evaluate the published randomized therapeutic trials in patients with BE. A comprehensive MEDLINE search was performed to review randomized clinical trials of different therapeutic modalities in BE. Only eight randomized studies have been published. The eight randomized studies reviewed include: two trials that evaluated medical and surgical therapy; two placebo controlled trials for photodynamic therapy (PDT); one placebo controlled trial comparing argon plasma coagulation (APC) versus surveillance; two trials comparing PDT versus APC; and one trial comparing APC versus multipolar electrocoagulation (MPEC). All the studies are prospective, however only one study is double-blinded. Each study has a small sample size, uses a different population of BE patients (dysplasia versus no dysplasia, short segment BE versus long segment BE), has different defined endpoints (endoscopic ablation of BE, number of treatments required for endoscopic ablation of BE, and elimination of high grade dysplasia) and the methodology for the treatment modalities is different among the studies. Though the data to support the use of endoscopic ablative techniques in the treatment of BE are promising, more rigorous double-blind and larger, well designed randomized studies are required to draw any definitive conclusions.